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QUESTION 58 In IS-IS, advertising PDUs with the overload-bit 

has which effect? 

A. The local device will no longer be used for transit traffic. 

B. The IS-IS adjacencies enter the “new” state. 

C. The local device’s PDUs are marked with a metric of 65535. 

D. The IS-IS adjacencies become passive. 

Correct Answer: A 

QUESTION 59 In a Layer 2 environment where 802.1X is deployed, which two statements are 

correct? (Choose two.) 

A. RADIUS messages are exchanged between the supplicant and the authenticator. 

B. RADIUS messages are exchanged between the authenticator and the authentication server. 

C. Extensible Authentication Protocol messages are exchanged between the authenticator and the authentication server. 

D. Extensible Authentication Protocol messages are exchanged between the supplicant and the authenticator. 

Correct Answer: BD 

/Refer ence: 

QUESTION 60 

Click the Exhibit button. 



 



You are configuring an EVPN overlay to allow VLANs to be stretched between two campus sites, but EVPN routes are not being exchanged. 

Referring to the exhibit, which configuration statement would solve this problem? 

A. Apply the delete protocols bgp groupEVPN cluster 172.1.1.55 configuration on MX2. 

B. Apply the set protocols bgp group EVPN family inet-vpn any configuration on MX1 and MX2. 

C. Apply the delete protocols bgp group EVPN multipath multiple-as configuration on MX1 and MX2. 

D. Apply the set protocols bgp group EVPN family evpn signaling configuration on MX2. 

Correct Answer: D 

 
 

 

QUESTION 61 

Click the Exhibit button. 

 

You are configuring BGP policies for a site with a dual-homed connection as shown in the exhibit. You need all outbound traffic to egress the network through the link to ISP B by default. The ISPs should not be able to override this behavior 

through BGP attributes. 

Which BGP attribute would you modify on the ISP-received routes to accomplish this objective? 

A. next-hop 

B. origin 

C. local preference 

D. MED 

Correct Answer: C 

 
 

 

QUESTION 62 

Click the Exhibit button. 



 

Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true? 

A. Only 802.1X authentication will be used for devices connecting to ge-0/0/15. 

B. Additional users will automatically be allowed to connect to ge-0/0/15. 

C. The current device is authenticated using MAC RADIUS. 

D. The current device was allowed after authentication attempts to the RADIUS server failed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 
 

 

QUESTION 63 

Click the Exhibit button. 



 

You are adding VNI 101 to your EVPN-VXLAN network, but traffic is not being sent or received. 

Referring to the exhibit, which configuration statement will solve the problem? 

A. set routing-instances EVPN1 instance-type evpn 

B. set routing-instances EVPN1 vrf-table-label 

C. set routing-instances EVPN1 bridge-domains BD-101 vxlan vni 101 

D. set routing-instances EVPN1 vxlan encapsulate-inner-vlan 

Correct Answer: A 

 
 

 

QUESTION 64 

You are asked to deploy 802.1X on your EX Series switches. You need to ensure authenticated devices continue to have access to the network even if the authentication server fails. 

Which action meets this configuration objective? 

A. Configure the server fail fallback with a value of sustain. 

B. Set the reauthentication interval to a value of 0. 

C. Configure the static MAC bypass for the authentication server. 

D. Set the reauthentication interval to a value of disable. 

Correct Answer: A 

Section: (none) 
 

 



QUESTION 65 

Click the Exhibit button. 

 

You are investigating reports of increased latency and discover that some routes cause customer traffic to traverse a route reflector instead of the optimal path. 

Referring to the exhibit, which configuration statement would solve the problem? 

A. delete protocols bgp group BGP-MESH peer-as 

B. set policy-options policy-statement NHS term BGP_ROUTES from external 

C. set protocols bgp group BGP-MESH import NHS 

D. delete protocols bgp group BGP-MESH export NHS 

Correct Answer: B 
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